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3.1.  Find the Fourier coefficients m and a such that the model  y(x) = m + a cos x
passes through the two data points (x=0, y=3) and (x=p, y=1).

3.2.  Use a hand calculator to verify that the following sets of vectors form an
orthogonal basis for their space.  All angles are specified in degrees.

D=4 case:

C0 = (cos 0°, cos 0°, cos 0°, cos 0°)
C1 = (cos 0°, cos 90°, cos 180°, cos 270°)
S1 = (sin 0°, sin 90°, sin 180°, sin 270°)
C2 = (cos 0°, cos 180°, cos 360°, cos 540°)

D=5 case:

C0 = (cos 0°, cos 0°, cos 0°, cos 0°, cos 0°)
C1 = (cos 0°, cos 72°, cos 144°, cos 216°, cos 288°)
S1 = (sin 0°, sin 72°, sin 144°, sin 216°, sin 288°)
C2 = (cos 0°, cos 144°, cos 288°, cos 432°, cos 576°)
S2 = (sin 0°, sin 144°, sin 288°, sin 432°, sin 576°)

3.3 (a)  Find the length of each of the basis vectors in problem 3.2

 (b)  Find a simple formula for the lengths of the basis vectors in terms of
the dimensionality, D, of the space they span.  This formula should also
work for the D=3 case in exercise 2.6 and the D=2 case described in detail
in Chapter 2.

Hint: the answer is different depending on whether D is an even or odd number.

3.4  (a) Write a MATLAB script to create the sampled cosine vectors CK and the
sampled sine vectors SK defined in text equation [3.26] for the case: K =5.  In this
formula, K is called the "harmonic number".  Accordingly, S2 is the "second
harmonic" of the sine function.

(b) Assemble the resulting column vectors into a matrix as indicated in text
equation [3.27].

(c)  Use matrix mulitplication to find the length of each of the column vectors in
the matrix created in part (b).

(d) Use your script to check your results from problem 3.2 above.
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3.5.  Write a MATLAB procedure to compute the ortho-normal trigonometrical
matrix defined in text eqn. 3.39 for any vector of sample times.  Verify your result
for the case of D=2,3,4,5.

3.6  Write a MATLAB procedure to implement the forward DFT (text eqn. 3.39)
and inverse DFT (text eqn. 3.38) for any data vector of length D.  Verify the
routine for the following 2 data vectors: v1 = [3, -2, 6],  v2 = [-5, 0, 3, 8]

--------- Hint ---------
Here is a routine called MakeTrig.m that can get you started.

function [M,t]=MakeTrig(x)
%MakeTrig - Make the trigonometric matrix needed for slow DFT
% Use:  [M,t]=BuildTrig(x)
% Input:
% if x is a scalar, assume x=D, the dimensionality of the problem
% otherwise, x is a vector of equally-spaced sample times or positions.
% Output:
% M = DxD matrix, each row is a sampled harmonic sine or cosine wave.
% t = vector of sample times or positions used to make M
% Method: brute-force sampling of the sine and cosines.
% LNT 10-Feb-03
% This is only a beginning.  M still needs to be normalized

if length(x) == 1 % handle the case of D samples over interval 0:2pi
D=x; % the number of sample points
maxharm= floor((D-1)/2); % the maximum harmonic number for this D
if maxharm == (D-1)/2; % D is odd

step = 2*pi/D; % interval between samples
t = [0: step: 2*pi-step]; % vector of sample times
row=1;
M(row,:)  = cos(0*t); % row 1 is a special case
for harm = 1:maxharm, % fill in the other rows

row = row+1;
M(row,:)  = cos(harm*t);
row = row +1;
M(row,:) = sin(harm*t);

end;
else % D is even

% add some code here
end

else % handle the general case of D samples over any interval
t=x; % vector of sample times
% add some code here

end
% diagnostic test for orthonormality
M*M' % result will be identity matrix when function is correct


